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Be selfish, embrace change
In 30 years of experiences at companies, industries, and cultures, two consistencies
are that “things will change” and “those that embrace it will often come out better for
it.”
We all agree that things constantly shift under our feet and we cannot do a lot about it.
That said, it is surprising what a large percentage of management and staff will push
back, complain, drag feet, point out flaws and generally watch the best career
opportunities fly past.
If asked for advice from someone starting their career, I would advise them first to be
someone that can own things to completion, and the next point would be to look at
change as an opportunity.
Unless you work for NASA, or the like, most change plans (acquisitions, systems,
consolidations, etc.) are strawman plans at best. If you are a person that jumps in
when there is a void and say ‘I got this,’ it will be noticed. Once things calm down, you
may well look around and find that you have moved forward and those that were
moaning and complaining are where they were or gone.
Those that take advantage of this approach at every opportunity are likely to have
excellent references and a far more successful career.
Career step changes are far harder to make when a company is in status quo mode.
Change is the harbinger of career advances, but only if you jump in an embrace it.
—By Michael Bailey, Principal, ESG
mbailey@esgimpact.com
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